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Discover the Northeast of Argentina, with our Buenos Aires Travel Agency: Iguazu Falls, Misiones, Corrientes, Entre Rios..
Eastern Argentina gives birders the chance to visit a variety of environments, from the open fields of the Pampas, to the lush
Atlantic Forest in the north. This trip.. 12 Jun 2018 . Ibera wetlands, Iguazu Falls, flamboyant carnivals, and indigenous
communities Argentina's Littoral region is like nowhere else in the country.. 22 Jul 2018 . This is a road trip itinerary through
Northeast Argentina, taking you from Posadas to Iguaz Falls, to the Mocona falls and Esteros del Ibera.. Iguazu (Iguassu) Falls
are a must-see if you're near the Argentine-Brazilian border; 82 metres of foaming water cascading down a sheer cliff face,
adding up to.. Water is the uniting and defining feature of the northeast corner of Argentina: the natural splendour and awe-
inspiring power of the Iguaz Falls is delightfully.. The Argentinian region called Mesopotamia or Northeast in Argentina is an
area sorrounded by rivers ( Iguaz, Paran and Uruguay ) . It coves the provinces of.. 23 Mar 2015 . The terrain of the northeast is
varied, with many destinations to visit on Argentina tours in the mountains, lush rainforests, lowland plains, and.. Northeast
Argentina is defined by water. . The peaceful Ro Iguaz, meandering through jungle between Brazil and Argentina, dissolves in
fury and power in the planets most awe-inspiring waterfalls. . Iguassu Falls in Brazil and Argentina from Puerto Iguaz.. La
Mesopotamia or Regin Mesopotmica is the humid and verdant area of north-east Argentina, comprising the provinces of
Misiones, Entre Ros and. 7d3e207860 
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